The analysis of on-chip power grids requires the solution of large systems of linear algebraic equations with specific properties. Lately, a class of random walk based solvers have been developed that are capable of handling these systems: these are especially useful when only a small part of the original system must be solved. These methods build a probabilistic network that corresponds to the power grid. However, this construction does not fully exploit the properties of the problem and can result in large variances for the random walks, and consequently, large run times. This paper presents an efficient methodology, inspired by the idea of importance sampling, to improve the runtime of random walk based solvers. Experimental results show significant speedups, as compared to naive random walks used by the state-of-the-art random walk solvers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The supply network is a critical part of any integrated circuit, and is responsible for delivering supply currents and maintaining a stable supply level that is at or near (or ground). Variations in the supply voltage level in nanometer-scale circuits can result in significant performance fluctuations and unpredictability. To ensure correct operation, it is essential to solve the supply network analysis problem efficiently.
We consider the problem of analyzing grids here; the problem associated with ground grids corresponds to a variable translation and is equivalent. The power grid equations are:
where ∈ ℜ × is the left hand side matrix, V ∈ ℜ is the vector of unknowns, and E ∈ ℜ is the right hand side vector. Then is symmetric, i.e., the ( , ) th element of , = ∀ 1 ≤ , ≤ , and diagonally dominant, i.e., ≥ ∑ , ∕ = | |. The size of the power grid in a modern processor is extremely large. Several approaches have been proposed in the past, including direct methods, those incorporating hierarchy [1] and multigrid schemes [2] , iterative methods, and random walk methods [3] . It is often necessary to analyze only a part of this network as changes are made to the system. Of the above methods, random walk methods have the distinction of permitting localized analysis, i.e., solving a small number of nodes in the network without solving the entire network: this is a problem that direct and iterative solvers are incapable of handling as efficiently. This problem rises in different stages of the VLSI chip design, for example, within the design loop a change in the network is applied and the solution of that portion is of interest only. Random walk based solvers, due to their locality property, make it possible to solve for nodes in the network without solving for the entire system.
Early implementations of the random walk scheme for power grids were based on new insights into the Doyle and Snell [4] model with new efficiencies when an entire network is to be solved [3] , and then recognizing that this approach was essentially an approximate LU factor computation [5] .
The novelty of this paper is in pointing out that even in applying random walks to solve a single node (depending on the scenario, this analysis may be the problem to be solved, or may be a unit problem in the solution of the entire grid), further efficiencies are possible. The solution draws upon some key characteristics of power grids: first, that in any reasonably designed grid that is to be analyzed, the solutions at all nodes are very similar in value, and second, that for the most part (and for DC analysis in particular), the directionality of current loads from the functional blocks is similar, drawing current from the power network (or delivering current into the ground network). In other words, the entries of the right hand side vector, E, are greater than or equal to zero: this is true in practice for DC analysis, and also for AC analysis, even in the presence of package inductances, which are handled as in [6] .
In general, the performance of a naïve random walk method may be improved by guiding the randomness in a productive direction [7, 8] . In this work, we develop a heuristic method inspired by Importance Sampling (IS) [9] , a variance reduction technique, to reduce the runtime of the random walk solver, while maintaining the level of accuracy. The idea behind the IS method, as discussed in more detail in Section II. C, is to modify the distribution of the naïve random walks so that the metric provided by each walk, referred to as its gain, is approximately the same. The change in the distribution causes a bias in the solution which is compensated for, using a weighted average scheme, and is referred to as scaling.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Random Walk Method
We briefly review the random walk method in the context of power network analysis. Consider a node in a power network, connected by resistors to each neighboring node = 1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ( ) by a conductance , and with a grounded current source at , (possibly of value 0). Let be the voltage at any node in the network. The application of Kirchhoff's current law, Kirchhoff's voltage law, and the device equations implies: ∑
( ) =1
( − ) + = 0. The terms in this equation can be rearranged as:
where Γ = ∑
. Equation (2) implies that the voltage of node is a weighted sum of the voltages of its neighbors. Due to diagonal dominance, all weights lie between 0 and 1, and the sum of the weights is less than 1 (and equal to 1 if we add in conductances to ground at ). For a power grid that has nonnodes, we may write equations of this form, one for each node. The solution of this system of equations provides the exact solution to Equation (1) .
The random walk framework is based on an analogy between this system of equations and a random walk game on a network of roads. The nodes in this network have a one-to-one correspondence with those in the power grid. Nodes that are connected by resistors in the power grid are connected by roads in this network. At a given node, the probability, , of taking a specific road maps on to the corresponding weight, /Γ , for the edge (Equation (2)). Each node has a motel that charges a motel cost of = /Γ when visited. The nodes that correspond to fixed voltages (e.g., or ground nodes) provide a reward of , and are called home nodes.
A system of equations defined by Equation (2), for all , can be modeled as a random walk game on this network of roads, where the walker goes from node to its adjacent node with probability and pays a motel cost, , at each visited node. The walk terminates when the walker arrives at a home node.
For a node of interest, , a random walker starts with zero money and a credit card that allows motel costs to be charged until a reward is obtained for reaching a home node. We define this amount for each random walk as the gain of that walk. Then the expected value of the gain, , over all walks that begin at node is given by
It is easy to see that this equation and Equation (2) correspond exactly. The notation, , is overloaded to denote both the average gain of the random walk and the voltage of the node, precisely because the two are identical, i.e., the expected value of the walk gain, given that the walk started from node , maps directly to the voltage at node .
The expected value of from the random walk can be estimated by running a sufficiently large number of random walks from and calculating the average result to get the estimated voltage of node without solving for any other node within the network. If the number of walks from is , then:
where is the walk gain in the ℎ random walk. We refer to this approach as the naïve simulation approach. This approach is always unbiased [7] since = [ ] where is the random variable with probability mass function (PMF) equal to the probability of ℎ random walk in Equation (4), which is equal to the product of the transition probabilities of the ℎ random walk starting from node . Next we will see how this naïve approach can be modified to reduce its variance using importance sampling.
B. The Notion of Importance Sampling
The idea behind the IS method, as discussed in more detail in Section II. C, is to modify the distribution of the naïve random walks so that the gain of each walk is approximately the same. The change in the distribution causes a bias in the solution which is compensated for, using a weighted average scheme, and is referred to as scaling. Figure 1 shows a portion of a graph on which random walks are run. For both the naïve and the optimally scaled game, each vertex in the graph represents a node in the power network. The edges are annotated with a set of transition probabilities (only two of which are actually shown in the figure), and the dashed edges represent connections to the rest of the network. In the random walk game, the walker must to thoroughly inspect vertices on either side of , i.e., the walks that start with transitions to 1 and those that first go to 2 . For the naïve game, the walks through 1 will have an average gain of 1 = 2 (equal to its solution), while those through 2 will have an average gain of 2 = 10. This indicates that the variance of the data samples that are averaged to compute may be large.
In the ideal optimally-scaled game shown in Figure 1 (b), the left hand side matrix is modified such that the solution of all the nodes are equal to (or practically, close to) 6. Regardless of the direction chosen, the average walk gain will be the same and equal to 6. If this is true at each node, the walk gain will have zero variance. Hence, the stopping criterion will kick in much more quickly since the samples have lower variance. In order to permit this change, as we will soon see, the probabilities of the corresponding edges must be changed from the naïve game and scaling factors must be employed.
C. The Theory of Importance Sampling
Importance sampling is based on the observation that:
whereˆ> 0, ∀ . The terms andˆare PMFs of the random variable in the naïve and scaled problem, respectively, and denotes the ℎ sample of with probability andˆ, in the naïve and scaled problem, respectively. The term = /ˆis called the likelihood ratio [7] . For the random walk solver for linear equations, the condition > 0, ∀ ensures that the structure (roads connecting the motels) of the random walk game is preserved.
For a suitableˆ, we can modify Equation (4) using Equation (5) to form a new unbiased estimator for as [7] :
where the probability of the random walks is guided byˆ, and hence the notationˆ. The variance of this estimator is [7] :
where 2 is the second moment of the estimator and is a function of as defined above. Ifˆis chosen appropriately, will have significantly lower variance than . In the optimal case, IS can achieve exactly zero variance, where the optimal choice of the PMFˆis given by:
e., all walk gain samples are the same, from Equation (7), we have zero variance, which leads to Equation (8) . The name "importance sampling" refers to the notion thatˆis proportional to the amount of contribution of the ℎ walk on the average walk gain, i.e., its importance.
It is clear that since this optimal choice requires some knowledge of , and since is the unknown that we are trying to compute, zero variance is impractical. However, this intuition is the founding idea of our proposed heuristic.
III. FAST RANDOM WALK SOLVER
A. Scaled Random Walks Our fast random walk solver is a heuristic technique, inspired by IS, to speedup the random walk solver for power network analysis. The essential idea of the approach is to modify the transition probabilities, , in Equation (3) such that the solution of all the nodes in the network is equal to and use scaling factors, , to find the solution, , to node . The scaled form of Equation (3) can be written as:
whereˆ(analogous toˆin Section II. C) denotes the new modified transition probabilities, (analogous to ) denotes the scaling factors corresponding to roads from node to its neighbor , and is the motel cost at node as in Equation (3). In the language of IS, the random walks that are constructed using Equation (3) provide an estimate of while those corresponding to Equation (9) (we will shortly define them) are denoted byˆ; both represent the voltage of node .
Note that that for Equation (9) to model the same equations as (2) and (3), we must have:
Clearly,ˆand both must be valid probabilities that lie between 0 and 1, and therefore ≥ 0. Moreover, for the structure of the random walks to be intact, required for the IS to be valid as discussed in Section II. C, we must have > 0 and ×ˆ> 0. The scaled random walk from node , similar to the naïve game, starts with zero money and a credit card on which debt may be racked up. In the scaled walk, the walker accumulates a multiplier on the way, which models the scaling scheme. On the first transition the walker pays the price of the motel, 1 , and a road is picked with probabilityˆ1; the value of the multiplier is set to 1 . Next, the second transition is chosen and the motel costs are paid -but due to the accumulated multiplier, the amount to be paid is not 2 but 1 × 2 . The multiplier changes to 1 × 2 , so that the motel cost at the third transition is 1 × 2 × 3 , the multiplier is 1 × 2 × 3 , and so on. The walker keeps paying and accumulating new terms in the multiplier until a home node is reached, where a reward (also scaled by the multiplier) is received. Therefore, the total gain of a walk of length can be written as:
where denotes the motels visited along the way from node , and denotes that this is the ℎ walk among the walks performed to estimate . The result of this walk is included in an average that is used to estimate :
As in [3] , the number of walks, , required for getting the solution with the desired tolerance is determined dynamically based on the estimated solution and its variance at each point in the random walk game such that the error is smaller than a user defined threshold with a confidence of 99%.
B. Computing the Scaling Factors
The scaling factors in Section III. A give us the freedom to modify the road probabilities,ˆ, and yet find the solution to the original equation using Equation (10). A key unanswered issue is the choice of scaling factors. The IS approach suggests that we choose theˆsuch that every walk has a gain of , where is to be selected to get a feasible random walk and the best possible speedup. Based on this, we will now present a set of results that show how these factors may be computed.
Theorem 1 For a system of linear equations defined by Equation (9), if is at a constant value of for all neighbors of node , and the value of is also then:
Proof: Based on the conditions shown above, we have:
Substituting / forˆ, we have the result. □ The conditions of Theorem 1 state that:
For a grid, the values of all node voltages are roughly similar in magnitude for a reasonable candidate power grid: the variations of a well-designed grid are within 10% of . In a use case where such an analyzer is being applied to the inner loop of an optimizer (e.g., one that sets the optimal wire widths in the grid), it is likely that for any candidate configuration, the voltage values may differ by more than 10%, but not by orders of magnitude. Therefore, since the values are similar in magnitude, it is a reasonable approximation to assume that = , ∀ . Note that we will use this approximation only to reorient the probabilities in the original random walk game for importance sampling. Therefore, by the definition of importance sampling, this approximation does not affect the correctness of the random walks, but only the variance of the samples, and hence the convergence speed.
The quality of this approximation is directly related to the amount by which the variance may be reduced. If a power grid has a catastrophic fault that causes its voltage to be very far from , this may not be a good solution, but it is an excellent choice within an optimizer where realistically, most of the candidate solutions have voltages close to .
Corollary 1 Under the assumptions that
= ∀ , the scaling factor can be computed as:
The proof is trivial and follows directly from Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 provides a recipe for determining the scaling factors in Equation (9) . However, the parameter has not been precisely defined. We will now consider constraints on the feasible values of that are required to maintain the physical constraints associated with a random walk game.
Theorem 2 For the case where
≥ 0 ∀ , satisfies the feasibility and physicality of the random walk game if:
Proof: For all and , we must have:
The first condition is required to keep the structure of the random walk game intact, as required by the IS method in Section II. C: in other words, the graph for the original game is isomorphic to that of the modified game. In the next two constraints,ˆ> 0 implies that is finite (i.e., it avoids a divide-by-zero operation in Equation (10)), and the remaining constraints are basic requirements on a PMF.
Equations (15) and (17) together imply that > ∀ , which immediately leads to Equation (16).
Equations (15) and (19) together imply that / > 0. This is self-consistent with the result of this theorem. □ Note that for the case where ≤ 0 ∀ (for the ground net), a result similar to Theorem 2 may be derived: that < min ( ).
C. Choosing the Value of
Based on Theorem 2, the value of may be chosen as
where is chosen empirically for the best speedup. We now present an intuitive feel for the considerations for choosing . Qualitatively, determines the probability of transition to a home node at each node of the network. The choice of alters probabilities toˆ, but it can be verified from Equation (12) that in general, at any node , ∑ ∕ = ∑ˆ.
In the original circuit, typically ∑ = 1 at many nodes, but this is not the case in the modified circuit. This introduces a new home transition probability at node for the fast solver:
As increases, the home probabilities decrease and therefore it will be less likely for the random walker to reach a home node. As a result, individual walk lengths increase as increases, and the walker spends more time exploring "far away" parts of the network which have small contributions to the solution due to the locality property of power grids. On the other hand as decreases, the home probabilities become larger, making it more likely for random walks to often terminate at nearby home nodes, even within the radius of locality. To achieve accuracy, this implies the need for a larger number of walks, implying a larger total number of steps in the random walk, and hence, larger runtime for the solver. Another factor is that in order to keep unchanged, required by Equation (9), the edges connected to these new home nodes must have a reward of zero, rather than . Therefore, the conditions that led to = ∀ are somewhat violated since one neighbor contributes a value of zero.
Experimental results empirically indicate that values of 5 ≤ ≤ 50 give the best results. This value could change if the topology of the benchmarks (e.g., average degree of each node) changes, but companies tend to use a similar style from design to design, and it is likely that this value will not change remarkably, once calibrated.
D. Fast Random Walks Example
In this section, we present an example to provide some intuition as to how the solver works and why it reduces the variance. Figure 3 shows a simple random walk game, in both the naïve and the scaled form. In this figure, each node is represented by a vertex where the shaded vertices are the home nodes with known values of zero. The numbers within each vertex correspond to the motel cost at the node, and the transition probabilities are shown on the edges. The scaled game has scale labels on the edges as well. These games model the following set of equations:
where the solution is 1 = 1 and 2 = 0.5. We use = 5 and seek the the solution of node 1 .
In the naïve random walk game in Figure 3 (a) the gain of the walks started from 1 takes one of the forms:
The first equation corresponds to a termination at the left home node, and the second to a termination at the right home node. Here, is the number of times that the walker traverses the cycle 1 -2 -1 , and the walk length is 2 +1 [2 ] for a termination on the left [right] node. It is easy to see from this equation that the walk gain increases linearly with its length, and depending on the walk length, it falls in the interval [0.6, ∞). For the scaled random walk in Figure 3 (b), some vigorous algebraic manipulations show that the gain of the walks started from 1 takes one of the forms:
In this game, as increases (i.e., the walk length increases), the walk gain increases at most to 1.16. Therefore, for this scaled game, the walk gains fall into the interval [0.6, 1.16) which has a much smaller variance compared to the naïve game.
In practice for a properly chosen , the loop gain in this example and total accumulated walk scale in general case will be less than or equal to one. To see this, consider an ideal power network with the solution of all one and the scaled game for solving it. Comparing Equations (3) (with = 1) and Equation (12) we can see that in the scaled game, the RHS / = / (max ( ) ) ≤ , the RHS of the naïve game. Therefore, we must have ≤ 1. For the general case, the solution of the networks of interest for this work deviates no more than, say, 20% and setting large enough ensures the scaling factors are less than or equal to one.
For efficiency purposes, we stop the walk as soon as the accumulated scale falls below a threshold close to machine precision since the motel costs are bounded and continuing the walk will have no effect on the solution due to round off error.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed fast random walk solver and the naïve random walk solver are implemented in C++ and compared on a UNIX machine with a 2GHz CPU and 8GB of memory. To ensure a fair comparison, the fast random walk solver is implemented by adding the scaling scheme into the naïve solver so that the core random walk engine is the same for both. These solvers are applied to three benchmarks summarized in Table I . This table represents the statistics of the LHS matrix for a DC analysis. For each matrix, we list the size, i.e., the number of unknowns, the number of non-zeros in , and the average number of nonzeros per row, as a sparsity metric. We first examine the efficiency and accuracy of the fast solver by finding the speedup of the fast solver over the naïve solver, for the same relative error. Next we compare the statistics of the walk gains for the naïve and fast solver, as defined by Equations (4) and (10), respectively, to study the variance reduction in the fast solver. In our experiments, we focus on the case that the solution of a single node in the network is of interest. We pick ten nodes randomly and apply the solvers for each of these nodes 1000 times and show that the average results are consistent for all the nodes in all the benchmarks. The nominal voltage of the network, , is 1.2 . Figure 4 shows the runtime and relative error of the naïve and fast solver versus , for the given tolerance of 5%, for a single randomly selected node from benchmark 2. Figure 4 (a) suggests that for 5 ≤ ≤ 50, the fast solver achieves a significant speedup while the relative error, shown in Figure 4 (b), remains less than or equal to the naïve solver. In Figure 4(a) , the bars on the figure denote the standard deviation of the runtime over the 1000 runs. As discussed in Section III. C, the value of the parameter is empirically chosen. Here, we set = 20 for our experiments. Figure 5 shows the runtime and relative error of the solvers for ten randomly chosen nodes from benchmark 2 with tolerance of 5% and = 20. In Figure 5 (a) the bars on the figure show the standard deviation of the runtime over the 1000 different runs. It can be seen that the fast solver consistently runs faster than the naïve solver for all the nodes while the relative error is the same. Note that it is well-known that the actual error can be significantly below the tolerance, as seen in the figure: this is an artifact of the choice of stopping criterion in [3] . Details of the runtime and speedup of the fast random walk solver are listed in Table II for all the benchmarks where ten nodes are selected randomly from each benchmark and = 20. Each row represents a node number and each column represents the circuit that it comes from. This table indicates consistent runtime reduction for all the benchmarks and for each of the nodes of each benchmark. Finally the scatter plot of Figure 6 shows the distribution of walk gain versus walk length of the naïve solver and the fast solver, as defined by Equations (4) and (10), for a randomly chosen node from benchmark 2 with solution of 1.06 . As this figure indicates, the walk gain of the fast solver is much denser around the solution than that of the naïve solver. This indicates the effectiveness of the variance reduction technique described in Section III. D.
